=ind4==20
=20
Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  The =USS Seleya is still searching for the stolen Lokarin experimental warp =drive, which we've traced through several systems so far
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
Currently, =Seleya has followed a Yridian freighter, captained by Ytriel, to the Jervala system, and is in orbit around Jervala VI, with an AT on =the surface, looking for more clues as to the current whereabouts of the =warp drive
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
The freighter =captain is currently in Seleya's sickbay, recovering from a virus
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya =Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya =Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::On the =bridge seated in the 'big chair'::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::On the =bridge tracing Y'trier's flight logs::
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: In =Sickbay ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::monitoring =away team::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::slapping =Yanniel's hand away:: Yanniel:  I am NOT on offer, young man!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::in =Sickbay, taking care of Y'trier::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::on the =bridge at conn::
=20
=20
Host Y`Trier says:
:::Mumbling to =himself about his schedule ::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: On planet =walking over to CMOand K troll::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Stands walks =out of the command arc towards tactical::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::sees XO:: =XO: hello sir...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Any =progress?
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::notices the =XO ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::on =surface talking to Ktroll::
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : Good =morning...
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: Not =an offer?  We'll see about that
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::On the =planet, watching Lerner, er, negotiate with Yanniel::
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : I'm =here for a medical checkup before the debriefing
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Nothing =as yet sir, the flight plan seems to check out, so far
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: walks up =to CMO and smiles::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =But, you may have other things to interest us .... I notice a stain on =your uniform .... large green ...... and it smells Romulan to me =::smiles seductively::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: When can I =leave ? I am behind Schedule right now ::frowns::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::whips out =her tricorder:: XO: i understand..  ::motions to biobed 3::...if you =please?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =Actually sir, everything is under control, Ensign Ref is on his way to =the nearest Starbase to decontaminate your ship
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::smiles =back at  Lira::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: tries to =adjust herself to ships controls::
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : of =course...=20
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: He stole =my Ship ?????
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  So =what about the knife?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =And .... I was not aware that my friends on Romulus had a presence here?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Anything =on long/short range sensors?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::starts =tachyon sweeps from cloaked ships in the system and in the neighboring =systems::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@CMO:: =whispers:: do you think he knows anything
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::hoping =that Zaidi does not move too far away::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::follows XO =to boibed and begins preliminary scans::
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : of =course not sir... we informed the owner of the cargo tht the delivery =would be late for health consideration
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: The =stain was just a mishap that happened near me ::looks suspicious::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
<biobed>
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
:::Thinks =Great and now I loose everything because of this ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@EO:  =::whispers back::  I doubt it.
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: Yes, and =my creditors?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =your ship will be taken care of at the nearest starbase=20
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Watches =Lerner's performance, wondering if she's ever taken acting lessons::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: taps a =few buttons on system::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: starts =to look around ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =But I have some stain remover .... if you would take us to somewhere =more private .... my friend too?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Rechecks =sensors:: CO: Still drawing a blank sir.
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: If I am =too far of the delivery dates, I will loose my ship , you know how slim =profit margins are ?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::whispers =to XO:: XO: sir, Y'trier is back to full health...do you want him =released...or will i keep him here for a while?
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: I =believe that would be appropriate
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::nods and =glances up at the CSO::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  I =don't know.  I'm still thinking about you friend over there.  ::points =to Cns Lerner::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: nothing =sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Ayny sign =of our 'friends'?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier/ MO =Actually he will be able to resume his way in a couple ou hours
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::smiles =happily at Yanniel::  Yanniel .... My friend here will escort us .... He =is discreet ::grins:: Zaidi: Come on my friend .... We are in good =company
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: no sir, =everything is quiet out there
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::grinds his =teeth together and walks back down into the command arc, noticing the =new ops officer for the first time::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: just =normal trading traffic
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  I =think she's spoken for, but what about my friend Lira here?  Lira:  Come =over here.
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO / Ytrier =: he just have to wait for his ship to be decontaminated
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: I demand =my ship be returned to me , or you may as well toss me and my family out =of an airlock right now
=20
Yanniel says:
::follows =Lerner and Zaidi::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::finishes =scans of XO:: XO: you seem fine sir....  ::leans closer::;  XO: but i'd =do a bit more excersise if i were you...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::stands =slightly straighter::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Grins:: =CNS: Right behind you. ::Inconspicuously turns on the recording device =of his tricorder::
=20
XO_Jean says:
XO : Will =do... promess...
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: looks =and walks over to K troll and CMO::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::waits for =Yanniel to lead the way to his 'somewhere more private'::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Are you =maintaining a lock on the away team?
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
:::Sobs::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::goes into =a dark back room far away from the crowds::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: yes sir, =i have a lock on them, sir
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : you =will only be a couple ou hours late and everything have been taken care =of... free of charge
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::tries to =stand even straighter.....ifpossible::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@EO: Ktroll =would be willing to help me out if you would go out on a date with him.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::follows =Yanniel to what seems to be a warehouse of sorts, conscious of Zaidi =scanning::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::looks at =XO:: XO; good, i'll be checking up on that...
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: =Excellent, anything else to report?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Licks his =dry lips and wishes the Away Team had brought some water with them::
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : Will do =a little more exercise
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : =Promise...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CO: nothing =to report sir.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::whips out =a small vial from her robe:: Yanniel: You will need to remove your robe =..... ::smiles::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: a couple =of hours , thoise I owe are not so understanding, and my family lives on =station 784 , they believe in TANSTAAFL
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@EO:  =::whispers::  I'm so sorry.  I'll make it up to you later.  ::stops =whispering::  So what do you think?
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : am I =cleared for duty ?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nods::  =XO; i know you will, you are free to go sir...unless you'de prefer to =stay...
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll : =depends on where your going to take me
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Follows =the two, examining the seedy-looking warehouse::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::presses a =few more buttons just to check on the transporter lock::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  I =just want a fine ladies company.  We'll just head up to the tavern for a =drink.  That's all.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::gazes at the =viewscreen for a few seconds before turning to face the CSO::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::removes =robe and gives it to Lerner::
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =Please excuse my ignorance but what is tanstaafl
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Lt. =Hazzem you have the bridge, I will be in my ready room
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::waits for =Yanniel to remove his robe .....:: Yanniel:  OOOoooo such a manly chest =::gets busy with the 'stain remover'::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: =Okay your on
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::begins to =relax now that the CO is no longer speaking to her::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO Aye sir
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: You never =heard of that old proverb ? There Ain't no such thing as a free lunch ?
=20
XO_Jean says:
MO : =Actually I enjoy your presence but I think I will be better to report to =the bridge... Always a pleasure to see you Ensign
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =Great.  Shall we.  ::puts arm out fro Tamraz::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::starts =looking proud::Lerner: I have been in many fights, winning most I must =add
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: If I don't =have my ship  I can't pay my families air tax , when I can't pay they =toss us out an airlock
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::leaves =Conn for another officer and sits on the big chair::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  I =think you are forgetting something.  My information?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
XO: ty =sir...::smiles::... have a good day...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =We were rather hoping to meet some friends around here .... may have =been a fast trip in and out .... We have things to trade too .... the =scars say it all Mr. Yanniel ::licks lips::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Finishes =analyzing flight plan:: CO: Sir, I've completed an analysis of the =flight plan. I haven't found anything anomalous
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =Actually sir since we are not sure if the contamination comes from the =federation we played if on the safe side and we took care of any =inconvenience you may have
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Casually =looks around, continuing to record with his tricorder::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll :: =starts to dred it :: Lets go
=20
Adsmore =(Adsmore@user.acalltoduty.net-40712.dip.t-dialin.net) has left the =conversation.
=20
OPS_Jameson says:
::looks at =the console behind her, and starts to get the hang of OPS::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::hoping =Zaidi can get a fix on something before things get fractious::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: But I owe =the Ferengi for the loan on my ship, you know how they are...
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =::pulls arm back in::  Right.  ::pulls pad from bag and hands it to =CMO::   Here you go.
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =What kind of friends? ::keeps looking at her::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::keeps =monitoring the tachyon sweeps, notices OPS:: OPS: Oh, welcome aboard =Ensign ::smiles::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Stops before =entering his ready room:: TO: Thank you Lt. ::turns and enters::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  =Thank you!
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : may =be I can show you our facility=20
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: looks at =CMO:: CMO: you owe me for this
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel =::pursing lips::  foreign friends .... You know the sort I mean?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::leaves the =two men to talk , turns and makes herself busy on the other side of =Sickbay::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CSO:  thank =you sir.
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: Never mind =where is the airlock, maybe they can live on my insurance
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@EO: Have =fun you two!  ::winks at Tamraz::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::small =smile, and gets back to monitoring away team::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::turns to =TO:: TO: anything?
=20
Yanniel says:
@::looking =cockier than ever ::Lerner: Yes, I do
=20
XO_Jean says:
*OPS* : =Estimated time of Arrival of the Freighter ?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =::Walks with Ktroll up to bar::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Switches =his attention to conducting short range scans:: CSO: No, nothing
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::turns to =XO and Y'trier::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
MO: Can you =tell me where the nearest airlock is?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll> =::walks with Lira up to bar::
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : No =need for that I will escort you to the airlock=20
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: you =mentioned something about trading too?
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: Good , I =hope the insurance will do my family well
=20
MO_Suder =says:
Y;trier: =actually, i have a few more scans i want to do before i let you go   =::smiles::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::as she =completes cleaning up the robe, puts a sticktite homing device at the base of a =pocket::  Yanniel:  Tell me more .... ::passes the robe back to him:: =Pity to cover up those battle scars though ::grins::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: just a =moment sir
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: a few =minutes sir
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: So =your into trading then
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::sits sown =behind his desk, itching to do something but knowing that his crew have =things well in hand::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Switches =scans to look foe evidence of cloaked ships, or Ferengi lifesigns::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::tucks pad =into back of pants and walks over to Cns Lerner::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::Looks sad , =but resolute ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::guides =Y'treir back to his Biobed, gently::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::receives =the robe, but keeps it open::Lerner: Who said anything about covering =them up?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : you =see sir... just the time to go to the airlock
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
<for>
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Waits =tensely for Yanniel to divulge the information he wants::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::scans =Y'treir...again::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: ::jumps up =:: Lets go
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: Yes.  I make a good living too.  Those Romulans pay very well.  You =should check them out.  They have many valuables
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =Well ... it is nice scenery.... Maybe we could meet your friends .... We =could maybe ... co-operate .... in a number of ways?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*: the =frieghter is in orbit sir
=20
XO_Jean says:
*OPS* : Are =we within transporter range ?
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =Possibly, I'm a man of culture, seen many things and heard many too.
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::thinks:: =TO: you have the bridge Lieutenant ::heads to the ready room, rings the =chime::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*XO*:  yes =sir
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: as =far as i know romulans only pay good money for unussaul things
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::walks up =beside Cns::  Rissa.  ::nods::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Perks up =at hearing Yanniel's last statement, and edges closer::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::pouts:: =Yanniel: You know I ... um we ... could be useful to each other .... can =we deal?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::looks up at =door: CSO: Come!
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::waits for XO =at door of sckbay ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
Y'trier: =calm down please  ::loks at Tricorder::...i seems your seratonan level =has increased above normal...
=20
XO_Jean says:
*OPS* : =Acknowledged... please transfer the coordinates to TR 1... I'm on my way =with the Freighter's captain Ytrier
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: How true.  If you just happen to come across "unusual thing" they =are ready and willing to pay big bucks!
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::enters:: =CO: sir, I think I have an explanation why we can't find the BoP
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =please sir follow me...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::presses =some buttons on console::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
MO: No need , =I am to die anyway
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: I'm =listening Lt.?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : I =will transport you directly to your ship
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: i =don't see why not ::smiles tenderly at Lerner::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::transfers =coords to TR1::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: ?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
Self: Oh my, =I have the bridge ::Grins from ear to ear::
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Walking =::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::looks at =Y'treir:: Y'treir; excuse me?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =your ship is ready sir...=20
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: We're =assuming always that the Ferengi still have the BoP, and they know that =we will keep looking for the BoP
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::grins =happily at Yanniel:  Yanniel: And when trade is over ..... we can =discuss .... other things
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: so =I take it you’ve had dealings with them lately
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
MO: If I could =not get back to my ship, I have to commit suicide or I also kill my =family
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::looks =around the bridge gingerly....looking at other crew on the bridge::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: So, if I =were the Ferengi, I would change ships
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =Exactly what I was thinking ::smiles slyly:: Now what is this trade?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: Why do you ask.  You seem to be a nosy one!
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : I =told you sir... your ship is ready... I will beam you over....
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nods:: =Y'trier: well, we certainly don't want that...you should be fine...
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@~~~~Dr. =Viper ..... what can you catch .... any clue to his friends?  I cannot =hear you, but I know you can hear me!~~~~~
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: Good lets =go
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: ok I'm =following you, what do you suggest a sensor scan of every ship in the =system?
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Walking =toward TR1 ::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::impatient ::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@ktroll: =thinking of going into this line of work myself I was just interested
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Looks =around, all seems calm:: Self: This is going okay
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: =Information .... recent visits from maybe ... Ferengi, Romulans ... you =know who I mean?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::watches =Y'trier and XO leave::   Self: phew
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Entering =TR 1 ::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::follows =behind ::
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =please sir... if you will be kind enough to climb on the podium...
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: I could =try to calibrate the sensors to pick up lifesigns only from ships, we =could narrow the search parameter
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@~~~Rissa:  =I've got a pad of information from Ktroll.  Tamraz is keeping him =busy~~~
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: Yes =I hear many things, it will be pricey of course, but I think I can let =the price down for you
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Walking =to the console ::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
::climbs where =indicated:: XO: Thank you sir
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Edges =closer again::
=20
XO_Jean says:
COM : =FCO_REF : Please standby for transport
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier : =have a nice trip back home sir....
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =You can?  And what else could you bring down maybe.... After we deal =though!
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: To =Ferengi lifesigns! I like it work with Lt. Esjam and get it up and =running.
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
XO: You as =well
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: em, =Ens...Could you report to Sickbay with the captain's permission please?
=20
XO_Jean says:
Ytrier :: =Energizes ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
CO: yes sir
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
:::Shimmers::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: Well in that case.  Let me tell you about my latest trade.  First, a =drink.  What would you like?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: i think =i should go down to sick bay for my medical now
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%:::Apears =back on his own bridge ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::turning =to the CEO:: Imran, my friend .... What do we need to know?
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Ytrier beams, and Ref is also beamed back to Seleya
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: =surprise me
=20
XO_Jean says:
FCO_REF :: =Energizes - materializes ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::walks up =beside Rissa and whispers::  Cns: I've gotten a pad from Ktroll.  Tamraz =is keeping him busy at the bar.
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Locking =transporter console ::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%COM : Seleya: =Thank you for your aid, but I must be going now
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =Many recent deals between Romulans and Yridians, Ferengi and Klingons;  =ya know, the regulars
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: returning =to the bridge ::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::leaves the =ready room:: TO: Lieutenant, calibrate the sensors to pick up Ferengi =lifesigns
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%:::Leaves =orbit ::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@CNS: Oh, I =don't know, Rissa... maybe our friend Yanniel has met some Yridians =lately. ::Looks meaningfully at him::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
OPS: Very =well, carry on Ensign. And give my regards to Dr Suder
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =Bartender!  2 Romulan ales!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
TO: yes sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::walks =backwards into Viper:: Wooops ::as she falls over revealing a shapely =leg:: Viper: Don't creep up on me!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
subord: take =OPS for me
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
COM Y'trier: =Thank you and good luck Y'trier
=20
Yanniel says:
@Zaidi: =Yridians, yes I have ::looks around::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*sickbay*: =is the time for my medical at the moment?
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: TL - =Bridge ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::helps =Rissa up::  Cns: You OK?
=20
Yanniel says:
@::looks at =Lerner::=20
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Raises an =eyebrow:: Yanniel: Oh? And did they tell you anything... interesting?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::wonders =what's keeping OPS's response::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Bartender> = Ktroll:  On it's way
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::starts to =walk towards lift::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CSO: Aye =aye. ::Recalibrates sensors to prescribed parameters> Begins to scan::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::wriggles =herself erect .... pouting .... whispers thanks to Viper::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* Have the =away team checked in yet?
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Y'trier's freighter exits orbit of Jervala VI
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: Waits =for drink smiling ::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: As we were saying.....
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: sure =is, we're on deck 12 by the way...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*: are =you in sickbay?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
*CO* not yet =sir
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Entering =Bridge ::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::still =looking at Lerner but talking to Zaidi:: Zaidi: Nothing much except =exchange of warp drives for something or other.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::walks to =lift::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CSO: Scan in =progress
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Computer: =deck 12
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: you =were saying about yor last trade i believe
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::nods at =XO:: XO: commander
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO) Do we =still have transporter lock on them?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::zooms down =to deck 12::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  I =think I nicked my ankle ::raises robe a little:: My friend is medically =qualified ... I'll be right back ::grabs Viper by the arm and leads him =to one side::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::turns to =Zaidi:: Zaidi: To the Romulans of course
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::walks out =of lift into sickbay::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*CO*: =Captain, when you have a moment, could you report to Sickbay?
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : Good =Morning Lt. I will take over OPS if you don't mind
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Feels his =heart beat a little faster:: Yanniel: Really? An exchange with whom? And =where?
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: Of =course fair lady
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::follows =Rissa::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: =reporting for medical sir
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
*CO* yes sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::limps =seductively::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*MO* Problems =Dr.?
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Taking =OPS ::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: oh =God, don't call me sir, I'm an Ensign, too...  ::smiles::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@CMO:  Did =we let Seleya know we may have hit paydirt?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: Right.  I met up with a few Romulans to make a trade.  I'm not sure =what they wanted the goods for.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* Thank =you, please inform me when they make contact, Bolitho out.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*CO*: well, =i have been looking through your file sir, you aare due for a =physical...
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: =errrrrmm....ok
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: =Maintaining Comm link and transporter Lock ::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::tiring =from this conversation:: Zaidi: Yridians with Romulans warp drives, and =in the Jervala system I think 1852, 1632
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::shy =smile::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: :: =looks confused:: Goods?=20
=20
Yanniel says:
@::Looks =away from Zaidi and to the direction where Lerner left::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::smiles at =OPS::  OPS: welcome to Sickbay...
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Cns: Not =yet.  I was just going to let them know.  ::taps comm badge and whispers =to the ship::  *CO*:  We may have some information that may be useful.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: thank =you....
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : please =re-slave OPS command codes to your console
=20
Yanniel says:
@Zaidi: I =think that answers your questions ::begins look around::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::motions to =biobed 2::  OPS: if you please?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*MO* A =physical? I'm afraid now’s not the time Dr.
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<Ktroll>  =EO: Well, I don't like to get to specific with my business.  It is a =personal thing after all
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::with =Viper behind a suitable packing case .... Calls in to say possible =information:: COM Seleya: Rissa here .... we have information about a =Romulan presence .... Zaidi has the details
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
SELF: that's =odd XO: sir, I was tracing the freighter, it's headed for an area two =planets over the same system, an area heavy with asteroids
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO:sure =::moves to biobed::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: yes sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::closes =down comm::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::grabs =tricorder::  OPS: what do you think of the ship so far?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::slaves ops =to conn::
=20
Yanniel says:
@::calls =aloud::Lerner: Where are you?
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : any =sign of activity in there ?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Cns:  You =better go.=20
=20
MO_Suder says:
*CO*: i =thought so, but though i had better let you know...so the second you are =free you can come rushing down  ::smiles::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: but =i would like to learn about trading and any info you can give me would =be so helpful ::smiles sweetly::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: busy so =far....i try to do my best, but i feel inadequate compared to the older =crew
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::walks =back towards Yanniel:: Yanniel:  That's better .... my ankle is much =better now!  What was that you told my friend?  Which coordinates?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: i'm sure =i'll feel better later
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO: OK, why not.  when you put it that way.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Continues =with modified scans:: CSO: No results from the modified scans yet. :: =Checks on Y'triers slow progress::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::starts to =babble to MO::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: i know =how you feel, you'll be fine soon, the first few days are the toughest, =but you'll be fine  ::smiles::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles =briefly to himself:: MO: Understood Dr. When I have the time... Bolitho =out!
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: looks =expectantly::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : Status =report
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =It's not important, but if you must know ::looks up and down Lerner:: =1852, 1632
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
<progress>
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =It was Federation medical supplies
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: there is =no activity in that area sir
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::accesses =OPS's file on the computer::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: i am =just worried I’ll get everyone's names mixed up  ::grin::
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: in =the Jervala system.
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::overhears =coordinates::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =That is great ::returns the look:: But we really need a bit more than =that .... What was their interest in this part of the woods?  The =Romulans I mean?
=20
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: hehe, i =had the same problem...we should all wear nametags I think
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
COM Y'trier: =Are you in any distress? You are moving very slowly
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: why =would Romulans want federation medical supplies?
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : is the =AT reported ?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: might =look a tad ridiculous though...
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Walks on =the bridge ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::laughs::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: wonders =how the CNS is doing::
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: =Your friend knows everything, how about less talk, huh?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
Self: A =physical, the last thing I need about now is a physical
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::looks =admiringly at the chest - fully displayed with the latinum medallion::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
COM: Seleya: = We've got coordinates.  Check them out at 1852, 1632.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::reads over =OPS's file::  OPS: well, at least your files have been sent over from =the SFA  ::begins scanning OPS::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<@>
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
COM:CMO: aye =aye
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: I =am fussy .... I need more than a couple of coordinates before I give!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::laughs:: =OPS; but it would help...
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@COM: =Seleya:  Not sure what they are for yet.  I'll let you know.
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: You =like this ::points to medallion::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: one less =thing to worry about then.
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::checks =coordinates::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
COM Y'trier: =Please respond; do you require assistance?
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Listens =intently to Yanniel, and pats the still-recording tricorder in his =pocket::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  I =like .... what it rests on ... come on ... let's get the business done =... and then maybe fun!
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
<Ktroll>  =EO: I don't know.  I try not to ask much.  Anyway, I do all the minor =stuff.  Yanniel does the big stuff
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%COM: TO : No, =Just this is a slow beast to get moving
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: You =are quite persistent ::sounding bored:: what would you like?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: i =suppose so, that's true...
=20
XO_Jean says:
TO : Status =report
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: so, =what’s the bridge like?  I’ve never been up there?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: =More detail ... a coupla names maybe?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: u've =never been there?
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: No =results from the modified scans sir. Y'trier is moving off, but maybe a =little too slowly
=20
XO_Jean says:
TO : any =sign of activity in the region?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: it's a =bit scary...lots of people running around
=20
EO_Lira says:
@ktroll: why =im sure your just as capable as him
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::shakes her =head:: OPS: I’m only here a little while longer than you...i was =the new girl till today
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =Ouyr drinks are taking forever.  How about we go up to my room?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  =If you cannot come up with more than that .... then the menu is all you =get ....
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: soon, =I’ll be one of those people!  ::grin::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: Just =usual traffic sir. No apparent threat vessels
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : do you =still get a lock on the AY
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: yes sir
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: when did =u arrive?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Replicates a =Raktajino his second for the day::
=20
XO_Jean says:
TO : please =run a level 4 diagnostic on tactical systems
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
=@Zaidi/Viper:  Come on .... Seems he does not want to play ... after I =cleaned his robe too!
=20
Yanniel says:
@::looks =worried: : Lerner: What kind of names?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: =honestly, i can't remember...but it wasn't too long ago  ::thinks::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::still =sitting behind large boxes::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: no, =can't remember
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: No, =no you get me all wrong
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: =Names!!! Names!!! .... If we follow your information, we might need =protection ... a name would do!
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Loudly:: =CNS: Yeah, let's go, Rissa. ::Lowers his voice:: I think we have =everything we need, Counselor... time is of the essence.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: Yes sir =::Begins diagnostic. Sets a trace on Y'triers ship::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: i don't =mean to rush you, but how long till the medical is over....I’m =getting restless
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: our =sensors can't reach the area the freighter is approaching, I recommend =sending a probe or a shuttle there
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: I =do not fancy being at the wrong end of the ...... Romulan authorities =without protection!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: i think =it's first day nerves and all
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::finishes of =his coffee and walks out onto the bridge::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@ktroll: So =what’s Yanniel been trading then
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: please =don't tell me you hate Sickbay too....
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::continues =scans::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel:  I =am so sorry we could not deal ... it would have been fun! ::moves away =to the warehouse entrance with Zaidi::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : Please =ask Ens. Ref to take a shuttle and do a little inspection in there
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::notices the =XO on the bridge:: XO: Status report Commander.=20
CSOHazzem =says:
XO: yes sir
=20
Yanniel says:
@::runs =after Lerner:: Lerner: I know no names, all I heard was a rumor!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: oh no,  =i don't mind sick bay, in fact i did an interesting course in the =Academy on being a medical officer
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Exits the =warehouse, stepping out into the sweltering street:: Self: I forgot how =hot it was out here...
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
COM: FCO: =ensign ref report to shuttle bay 2
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : All =systems nominal Sir, I'm sending a Scout inside the asteroid belt to =investigate
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
=@~~~~Matt~~~~ Maybe we need to check that Lira is ok~~~~~
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =EO:  I don't know.  Weapons, computers, equipment.  Lets go to my room.  =::stands up and grabs Liras arm::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: oh, =I’d love to hear about it someday... but I’ll let you get =back to your post for now...you seem fine  ::smiles::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : =Transporter lock is maintained on the AT
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::stands up =and walks towards bar::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
MO: thank =you  ::smiles::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::ignores =Yanniel .... then turns ....:: Yanniel:  I would love to deal .... but I =want more before I do
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::walks out =of sickbay::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
XO: =Diagnostic complete, all systems at optimal efficiency
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: You =must forgive me, That is all I know
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : =standing by for orders...
=20
EO_Lira says:
@Ktroll: I =would love you to show me around the warehouse first
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::heads to =Turbolift:: TL: deck 5
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods as he =see's the CMO's comm message from the planet surface::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Checks to =see what Y'trier is doing::
=20
XO_Jean says:
TO : =Acknowledged
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::walks =into bar and looks around::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%::Clears the =second planet ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::goes into =turbolift::  Computer:: bridge::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
OPS: oh, and =by the way...do you know how to use a bat'leth?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll> =EO: Later!
=20
Yanniel says:
@::getting =annoyed he grabs Lerner by her arm::Lerner: You will deal!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: =Then sorry my friend.... Maybe another time.  ::licks lips and takes a =last good look at Yanniel's chest, smiling, as she leaves the =warehouse::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Contact =the away team, find out if they are finished down there and whether we =can beam them up
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Sits next =to the CO - Updating the crew manifest ::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%:::makes an =orbit of the planet ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*:  =I’ve had basic training, always wanted to take it up, though
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::sticks =out foot and trips Yanniel breaking free as she does so::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Can we =pick up anything at those co-ordinates?
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : Open a =comm link to the AT
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::gets out =on bridge::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*AT*: =Assemble at our beam-down coordinates and prepare to return to the =Seleya.
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, =Y'trier has established orbit around the second planet. I thought he had =to leave the system?
=20
EO_Lira says:
=@Ktroll:please im a lady i expect things one for me first and all ive =ask is for you to shoe me around the wharehouse
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Yanniel: Oh =dear!  I hope you are not hurt!
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::walks =over to Ktroll and Tamraz::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: if =we're free, a few of us are going to the Holodeck after this shift, if =you wanna come along...
=20
Yanniel says:
@::falls =flat on his face he cries out:: Ri'chan: Stop her!
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Zaidi: =Let's move it out of here!
=20
CMO_Viper says:
@EO: How are =things going?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::grabs her =robe and skitters - fast::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : =Welcome aboard Ensign you came aboard today while I was in Sickbay
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*:  i'd =love to, i'll try to make it!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::slips onto =a Biobed. thinks man, these and cosy::
=20
EO_Lira says:
@CMO: not =sure but he does know something though
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: He did did =he? ::can you detect anything on our sensors as to just what he is =doing?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: K, =hope to see you there
=20
Yanniel says:
=@<Ri'chan>::chases after Lerner quickly catching up::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO:  thank =you sir.....shall i take up my position?
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : It's a =real pleasure to receive you within the Seleya's family
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  =Lets go for a walk.  OK?
=20
Yanniel says:
@::gets off =his face and follows the chase::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
::Directs =all sensors at Y'triers location:: CO: Scanning sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::has a =sock filled with coins ready in case Yanniel gets too close::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
::enters the =shuttlebay::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : have =you been declared fit for duty ?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: I hope I =will live up to your expectations, sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::waits =patiently while Lt. Esjam scans::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::in shuttle =bay 2:: COM: FCO: Ensign Ref report to shuttle bay 2
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: I have =sir
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =You wanted to see me, sir?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =CMO: I don't think so.  ::stands up and walks over, face to face with =CMO::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Stands at =the beam-up spot, waiting for the rest of the AT::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : then =carry on Ensign...=20
=20
Yanniel says:
=@<Ri'chan>::catches up then slides down knocking Lerner down too::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: He =appears to have stopped where he is sir. Definitely not what he told us
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: yes sir
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Hail him
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::stands =next to Zaidi looking mischievous::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : Did =you get the chance to see your way around ?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::sits on =the biobed, swinging her legs:: Self: busy few days...
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@EO:  I =think your other friends are waiting for you outside Tamraz.
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
CSO: my =controls seem to have rerouted to your console
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
COM Y'trier: =This is Seleya, come in please
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Zaidi:  You =called for the beam Sir?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Notify =the away team that we are beaming them up immediately
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
FCO: yes =ensign, Commander Jean's orders are that you take this shuttle to these =coordinates and inspect the area for any cloaked ships or any ships
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: not =fully sir, but i plan to after my shift,
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::backs off =towards door::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::provides =coordinates to FCO::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Alone, sir?
=20
EO_Lira says:
@CMO Okay :: =walks out looking back and smiles::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
::takes the =co-ordinates::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::lies back =in the biobed...right onto her hair clip:: Self: ow!
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : If you =have any question my door is always open...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: He's not =answering sir. And there appears to be another Yridian there also
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
COM: AT: =we’re beaming you up immediately
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =where are you going?
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
FCO: yes =ensign
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::sees Lira =walking towards them with some relief::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: thank =you
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@CNS: Yes, =we're waiting on Lira and Viper. Oh, by the way, excellent work on =getting that information. I hope it wasn't too... painful for you.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Continue =to hail
=20
MO_Suder =says:
Self: darn =Starfleet regulations  ::takes out clip::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
@::Grins::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Beam up =the away team now
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@Zaidi:  It =was fun ... but I want out of here now!
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Erm, I would prefer it if I had some help, perhaps from Ops, or maybe =Ensign Suder
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%COM : TO: Yes =? ::Sighs::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::and lies =back again::
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: I =want some payment!  Or Ri'chan and I will take it
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@Ktroll:  =Sorry, gotta go.  ::turns towards door and leaves the bar.  Starts =running up beside Lira.  EO: Let's go!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
Reroutes =power, and tries to beam AT back
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::closes her =eyes and yawns::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
COM: AT: i =am beaming you back now
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
Com Y'trier: =Can you tell me why you've stopped?=20
=20
CSOHazzem says:
FCO: hmmmmm =*XO* sir, permission to accompany ensign ref on his inspection to the =area
=20
EO_Lira says:
@:: walks =with CMO Giggling to herself::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::presses =buttons to beam away team back::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Any reply?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
@::smiles =sweetly at Yanniel:: Yanniel:  Or what?  Stay back .... I did not agree =to deal!
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@<Ktroll>  =Follows Tamraz and Matt::  EO:  Get back here!  I want my date!
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : =permission granted...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Very =evasive sir
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
FCO: I'm =coming with you ensign
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%COM: TO: I =have some minor mechanical difficulty with my load it is unbalanced, I =was shifting things around and restrapping it down
=20
XO_Jean says:
CSO : please =keep an eye on the freighter...
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Thank you, sir  ::enters the shuttle::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
COM: =AWAYTEAM: reply
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
@::starts =moving faster::  EO:  I'm not in the mood for a fight!
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  The =AT beams back aboard
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::nods off, =is having a very nice dream,::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, =he's claming to have some technical problems. I recommend we 'assist' =him
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
::enters =shuttle:: take helm, I'll take the other console
=20
EO_Lira says:
@CMO: dont =worry i can lookmafter myself sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::shimmers =and arrives on Transporter Room 1 pad - with great relief::
=20
Yanniel says:
@Lerner: It =does not matter. I want...::looks around::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::freezes in =a running stance on the Transporter pad::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
=::Materializes on the transporter pad, glad to be back::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%::Wonders why =they ask when they moved the stuff about in the first place ::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Yes, sir  :: takes the helm, enters the co-ordinates and starts to =leave::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
COM Y'trier: =Please hold your position
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
self: that =took alot of work
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Listens to =Y'trier's reply:: XO: You have a  shuttle headed in that direction, tell =them to be careful
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: =Materliases in transporter room::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::z  zz zzz =zzzz::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye =sir
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CEO/CMO/EO: =Could have been a bit .... awkward if they had not got us back right =then ::giggles::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::standing =beside Lira on pad::
=20
Yanniel says:
@Ri'chan: =How could you let them escape!  Get to the T'ambra
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Smiles::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Monitor =the shuttle
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
COM:Bridge: =Bridge this is the Leo Grande, preparing to launch
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%::goes back =to shifting frieght ::
=20
EO_Lira says:
:: giggles::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
Cns:  If =that's how you like to define awkward!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*: where =r we meeting after the shift...i don't want to get too lost ::smile::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : please =inform the Leo Grande to be very careful
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir =::Sets appropriate scans and engages::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CEO:  I was =recording .... shall I get it to the CO or will you?  I could certainly =use a shower after that heat
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
Cns:  Ktroll =had his hand at his gun!
=20
Yanniel says:
@::Ri'chan =and Yanniel enter their freighter the T'ambra and set off into orbit:: =Ri’chan: You got the track on her?
=20
EO_Lira says:
CMO: i didnt =see that
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CMO: I know =....but we got lucky!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
COM: Leo =Grande:  you have permission to launch,  be careful
=20
Yanniel says:
=@<Ri'chan>Yanniel: Yes sir I do.
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::jumps =awake from her lovely dream:: *OPS*: huh?...wha?...what?
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
EO
=20
EO_Lira says:
CNS: called =transporters
=20
Yanniel says:
@Ri'chan: =Good follow it!
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
COM:OPS: =thank you, Ensign
=20
FCO_Ref says:
OPS Jameson: =Roger, Ensign ::launches the shuttle::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
CNS: I will, =Counselor... don't worry about it.
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
EO: He had =it under his shirt
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
*CEO* I want =to see you and whoever uncovered the information to these co-ordinates =on the bridge now!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::presses =buttons to open bay doors
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, I'm =detecting a launch from the planet
=20
EO_Lira says:
CMO: i =wondered what he was up to
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::wonders if =she just dreamt that vioce::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
FCO: begin =launch sequence
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*CO*: Right =away, Captain. CNS: You heard the man... let's go.
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
EO: Right =.... CEO: I'll get this info to the bridge ....::moves away to the =transporter:: *Bridge* I have recordings ... on my way
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Aye, sir.  Launching
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: A ship?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
=::stretches::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Walks out =the door, headed for the TL::
=20
XO_Jean says:
:: Sits next =to the captain ::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::follows =Zaidi, grinning to herself::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
CEO:  I'd =better go to.  I've got the pad with me
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes, =another freighter
=20
Yanniel says:
@::The =T'ambra gets to the ship where the track went::Ri'chan: The Federation?  =Shields up evasive manuvers!
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Nods to =Viper:: CMO: Right.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Scan for =any Ferengi lifesigns?
=20
EO_Lira says:
*CEO* do you =want me to get changed and go back to ME
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, =they have raised shields
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::walks up =beside Rissa::  Cns:  Well, that was fun!
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Walks into =the TL:: TL: Main Bridge.
=20
Yanniel says:
@Ri'chan: =Fire disruptors!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::must have =just dreamt that voice...never mind, awake now::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Hail them
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*: u =didn't reply,  where r we gonna meet after the shift.  i don't want to =get lost on my first day
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::oh, she =didn't just dream it::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::enters the =turbolift with Zaidi and Viper - dusting herself down while she has the =opportunity::
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
*EO*: Yes, =Ensign... keep an eye on Main Engineering.
=20
Yanniel says:
=@<Ri'chan>::fires the disruptors at a nacelle::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$COM: =Seleya: Seleya this the Leo Grande, we're clear shuttle bay 2
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: They are =firing ::Raises shields::
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: em, =Holodecks, they're on deck...e
=20
FCO_Ref says:
CSO Hazzem:  =Sir, someone is firing on the Seleya!
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::closes bay =doors::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::coughs a =little::  CNS:  What were you doing, playing in the sand?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
*OPS*: =em...Deck11
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Contine to =hail them, Shield status?
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
*MO*:  =thanks....see you later
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: what?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::yawns:: =*OPS*: no problem
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Walks out =of the TL onto the Bridge, still wearing his civilian clothes::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Shields =holding ::Opens a channel to the freighter::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CEO : status =report
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::grins at =Viper:: Sir?
=20
XO_Jean says:
*CEO* : =status report
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: = 37 degrees to starboard
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO:No reply. =Permission to return fire?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::yawns =again::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: = Shall I raise the shields?
=20
MO_Suder =says:
Self: wake =up...you're on duty...
=20
Yanniel says:
@::fires =again and again at the Seleya::
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
Cns:  Never =mind.  Just a little joke.
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: red =alert, shields up
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
Com: =Freighter: This is Captain Richard Bolitho of the USS Seleya Just what =do you think you are doing?
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: = Aye sir
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =Yanniel's freighter's fire has little effect upon the Seleya's superior =systems
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::fixes hair =back into clip...can't disobey protocol now can we?::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::Reroutes =nonessential systems offline::
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::arrives at =the bridge and exits .... Waits for Zaidi to make the main report::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
::initiates =red alert::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: No =damage
=20
Yanniel says:
Com: Seleya: =I demand payment! ::cuts channel::
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : =prepare for combat configuration
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::walks out =onto bridge::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir I'm =sure I can disable them
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the =TO's assessment::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
::prepares =for combat:: XO: yes sir
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: full =stop, turn to face the freighter
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : Sir I =recommend raising shields
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
Self: They =demand payment for what?
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: = Sir?
=20
Yanniel says:
@::again =fires at the saucer section::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: they =might need our help ensign
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
::Pants and =faces Bolitho:: CO: Captain, we were able to find out that a Yridian =freighter plans to sell the warp core to the Romulans. They will meet on the =other side of the system, where the exchange will take place.
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : damage =report
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Still no =effect on our shields
=20
XO_Jean says:
*CEO* : =damage report
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%:::Starts out = once more from the debris field ::
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
XO: no major =damage sir
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
::looks over =and sees new member of crew.  notices that she is a Betazoid::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: =Yes, sir  :;turns the ship
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::likes it =when Sickbay is quiet::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
<edit ::>
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
TO: I don't =have time for this disable their craft and beam its occupants into the =brig!
=20
XO_Jean says:
OPS : =increase the SIF
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::is ready =to download her information ....wonders who should she give it to::
=20
CSOHazzem says:
$FCO: full =stop
=20
OPS_Jameson =says:
:: increases =SIF::
=20
Host =Y`Trier says:
%::Goes to =warp ::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : Sir we =are not at red alert
=20
Yanniel says:
@::fires a =pattern of shots at 10 sec intervals::
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
::turns to =face the CEO::
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Yes sir =::Brings down the frieghters shields with a phaser hit. Beams the =occupants to the brig::
=20
XO_Jean says:
CO : Sir =they are firing again
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: =Controls to full stop
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Report!
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::still =sitting on Biobed:: Self: you really should be doing something =constructive...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir =Y'trier just went to warp!
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  =sensors pick up a Romulan vessel in Y'trier's vicinity
=20
Yanniel says:
@Ri'chan: =What did you do!?.
=20
Yanniel says:
::appears in =Seleya's brig::
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: Look, =a Romulan vessel, there
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: =Romulans, near to Y'triers location
=20
Host =Romulan_CO says:
% ::Awaiting =the trading vessel::
=20
FCO_Ref says:
$CSO Hazzem: = What's that doing here?
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Sir:  I =have lots of information in my tricorder ... should I download it or =would you prefer a verbal report?
=20
Yanniel says:
Guard: I =demand to talk to Lerner!
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
ACTION:  The =Jer'den traders' freighter is disabled, occupants aboard...
=20
TO_Esjam =says:
CO: Sir, =this looks like it. Shall we move to intercept?
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
CNS: Verbal =report will do fine
=20
CSOHazzem =says:
$FCO: they =might be here for the deal with the Yridians
=20
CEO_Zaidi =says:
CO: Sir, I =suggest that we monitor the exchange... we can take cover from their =sensors behind one of the small asteroids.
=20
CMO_Viper =says:
CO:  And =sir, I have a pad from Ktroll.  It has some very valuable information.
=20
Host =CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Get that =shuttle back onboard immediately
=20
MO_Suder =says:
::looks =around Sickbay:: Self, you really should  ::yawns again::
=20
=20
=CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CO: Then =.... the Romulans are certainly involved,  coordinates from Jervala as =given by the CEO .... =20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
=20
Host Cheryl =says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya =Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=20
=20
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